N j Ng
Ni Nh The node N i determines the next-hop node of the packets based on the previous two hops N h and N g . The forbidden region is defined as the area bounded by (i) the two backward-extended edges of E gh and E hi and (ii) the transmission range border, i.e. the grey region. The node N j is selected as the next-hop node of N i since it has the minimal sweeping angle from the previous hop N h .
In the beginning, the principle of the BOUNDHOLE routing algorithm is briefly described. As shown in Fig. 1 , the node N i is conducting the routing tasks of the packets based on the previous two hops N h and N g . The BOUNDHOLE algorithm adopts the forbidden region and the minimal sweeping angle criterion within its formulation. The forbidden region is defined as the area bounded by (i) the backward-extended edges of E gh and E hi and (ii) the transmission range border, i.e. the grey region as in Fig. 1 . All nodes in the forbidden region are not considered as the next-hop of N i . The criterion of the minimal sweeping angle from the previous hop is utilized in the determination of the next-hops within the BOUNDHOLE algorithm. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , the node N j , which is not in the forbidden region, has the minimal sweeping angle from the previous node N h . The node N j is therefore selected as the next-hop node of N i .
www.intechopen.com For the comparison purposes, the BOUNDHOLE algorithm is further investigated via an illustrative example. As shown in Fig. 2 , the nodes (N S , N D ) are considered the transmission pair; while N V represents the node that the void problem occurs. In this example, it is assumed that the node N X is located within the transmission range of N B ; while it is considered out of the transmission ranges of nodes N A and N E . Based on the minimal sweeping angle criterion within the BOUNDHOLE algorithm, N A will choose N E as its next hopping node since the counter-clockwise sweeping from N V to N E (hinged at N A ) is smaller comparing with that from N V to N B . Therefore, the resulting path by adopting the
It is observed that the undeliverable routing path from the source node N S is constructed even with un-partitioned network topology. Moreover, two cases of edge intersections within the BOUNDHOLE algorithm result in high routing overhead in order to identify the network holes. In this book chapter, the greedy anti-void routing (GAR) protocol is proposed to resolve the void problem by exploiting the boundary finding technique under the UDG-based network topology. The proposed rolling-ball UDG boundary traversal (RUT) scheme is also employed to completely guarantee the delivery of packets from the source to the destination nodes. Moreover, the hop count reduction (HCR) and the intersection navigation (IN) mechanisms are incorporated within the GAR protocol (denoted as the GAR-E algorithm) to further improve the routing efficiency and the communication overhead. The proofs of correctness for the GAR scheme are also given in this book chapter. Comparing with the existing anti-void routing algorithms, the simulation results show that the proposed GARbased protocols can provide better routing efficiency with guaranteed packet delivery. The remainder of this book chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the network model and the problem statement. The proposed GAR protocol is explained in Section 3; while Section 4 exploits the two enhanced mechanisms, i.e. the hop count reduction (HCR) and the intersection navigation (IN) schemes. The performance of the GAR-based protocols is evaluated and compared in Section 5. Section 6 draws the conclusions.
Network model and problem statement
Considering a set of SNs
within a two-dimensional Euclidean plane, the locations of the set N, which can be acquired by their own positioning systems, are represented by the set
. It is assumed that all the SNs are homogeneous and equipped with omni-directional antennas. The set of closed disks defining the transmission ranges of N is denoted as
. It is noted that R 2 presents the two-dimensional real vector space and i N P is the center of the closed disk with R denoted as the radius of the transmission range for each N i . Therefore, the underlying network model for the WSNs can be represented by a unit disk graph (UDG) as G(P, E) with the edge set Fig. 2 ). The same procedure will be performed by the intermediate nodes (such as N V ) until N D is reached. However, the GF algorithm will be inclined to fail due to the occurrences of voids even though some routing paths exist from N S to N D . The void problem is defined as follows. Problem 1 (Void Problem). The greedy forwarding (GF) algorithm is exploited for packet delivery from N S to N D . The void problem occurs while there exists a void node (N V ) in the network such that 
Proposed Greedy Anti-void Routing (GAR) protocol
The objective of the GAR protocol is to resolve the void problem such that the packet delivery from N S to N D can be guaranteed. Before diving into the detail formulation of the proposed GAR algorithm, an introductory example is described in order to facilitate the understanding of the GAR protocol. As shown in Fig. 2 , the data packets initiated from the source node N S to the destination node N D will arrive in N V based on the GF algorithm. The void problem occurs as N V receives the packets, which leads to the adoption of the RUT scheme as the forwarding strategy of the GAR protocol. A circle is formed by centering at s V with its radius being equal to half of the transmission range R/2. The circle is hinged at N V and starts to conduct counterclockwise rolling until an SN has been encountered by the boundary of the circle, i.e. N A as in Fig. 2 . Consequently, the data packets in N V will be forwarded to the encountered node N A . Subsequently, a new equal-sized circle will be formed, which is centered at s A and hinged at node N A . The counter-clockwise rolling procedure will be proceeded in order to select the next hopping node, i.e. N B in this case. Similarly, the same process will be performed by other intermediate nodes (such as N B and N X ) until the node N Y is reached, which is considered to have a smaller distance to N D than that of N V to N D . The conventional GF scheme will be resumed at N Y for delivering data packets to the destination node N D . As a consequence, the resulting path by adopting the GAR protocol becomes
In the following subsections, the formal description of the RUT scheme will be described in Subsection 3.1; while the detail of the GAR algorithm is explained in Subsection 3.2. The proofs of correctness of the GAR protocol are given in Subsection 3.3.
Rolling-ball UDG boundary Traversal (RUT) scheme
The RUT scheme is adopted to solve the boundary finding problem. The definition of boundary and the problem statement are described as follows. Definition 1 (Boundary). If there exists a set N B ⊆ such that (i) the nodes in B form a simple unidirectional ring and (ii) the nodes located on and inside the ring are disconnected with those outside of the ring, B is denoted as the boundary set and the unidirectional ring is called a boundary. There are three phases within the RUT scheme, including the initialization, the boundary traversal, and the termination phases.
Problem 2 (Boundary Finding Problem). Given a UDG G(P,
E
Initialization phase
No algorithm can be executed without the algorithm-specific trigger event. The trigger event within the RUT scheme is called the starting point (SP). The RUT scheme can be initialized from any SP, which is defined as follows. 
Definition 2 (Rolling Ball
denotes the open disk within the rolling ball.
Definition 3 (Starting Point). The starting point of N i within the RUT scheme is defined as the center point
As shown in Fig. 3 , each node N i can verify if there exists an SP since the rolling ball
is bounded by the transmission range of N i. According to Definition 3, the SPs should be located on the circle centered at i N P with a radius of R/2. As will be proven in Lemmas 1 and 2, all the SPs will result in the red solid flower-shaped arcs as in Fig. 3 . It is noticed that there should always exist an SP while the void problem occurs within the network, which will be explained in Subsection 3.2. At this initial phase, the location s i can be selected as the SP for the RUT scheme.
Boundary traversal phase
Given s i as the SP associated with its ) 2 / , ( R s RB i N i hinged at N i , either the counter-clockwise or clockwise rolling direction can be utilized. As shown in Fig. 3 , will be assigned and consequently the same procedure can be conducted continuously.
Termination phase
The termination condition for the RUT scheme happens while the first unidirectional edge is revisited. As shown in Fig. 3 , the RUT scheme will be terminated if the edge E ij is visited again after the edges E ij , E jk , E kl , E lm , and E mi are traversed. The boundary set initiated from N i can therefore be obtained as
Detail description of proposed GAR protocol
As shown in Fig. 2 , the packets are intended to be delivered from N S to N D . N S will select N V as the next hopping node by adopting the GF algorithm. However, the void problem prohibits N V to continue utilizing the same GF algorithm for packet forwarding. The RUT scheme is therefore employed by assigning an SP (i.e. s V ) associated with the rolling ball Fig. 2 , s V can be chosen to locate on the connecting line between N V and N D with R/2 away from N V . It is noticed that there always exists an SP for the void node (N V ) since there is not supposed to have any SN located within the blue-shaded region (as in Fig. 2 ), which is large enough to satisfy the requirements as in Definitions 2 and 3. The RUT scheme is utilized until N Y is reached (after traversing N A , N B , and N X ). Since 
within the boundary traversal phase, the RUT scheme will be terminated after revisiting the edge E VA . The result indicates that there does not exist a routing path between N S and N D .
Proof of correctness
In this subsection, the correctness of the RUT scheme is proven in order to solve Problem 2; while the GAR protocol is also proven for resolving the void problem (i.e. Problem 1) in order to guarantee packet delivery. Fact 1. A simple closed curve is formed by traversing a point on the border of a closed filled two-dimensional geometry. Lemma 1. All the SPs within the RUT scheme form the border of the resulting shape by overlapping the closed disks
, and vice versa.
Proof: Based on Definitions 2 and 3, the set of SPs can be obtained as S = . Moreover, the border of a closed filled twodimensional geometry is a simple closed curve according to Fact 1. Therefore, a simple closed curve is constructed by the trajectory of the SPs, e.g. the solid flower-shaped closed curve as in Fig. 3 
, where N U ⊆ . Due to the one-toone mapping between S(s i , s j ) and E ij , a simple unidirectional ring is constructed by E ij for all U ∈ The RUT scheme within the GAR protocol will conduct boundary (i.e. the set B) traversal under the condition that
. If the boundary within the underlying network is completely travelled based on Theorem 1, it indicates that the SNs inside the boundary (e.g. N V ) are not capable of communicating with those located outside of the boundary (e.g. N D ). The result shows that there does not exist a route from the void node (N V ) to the destination node (N D ), i.e. the existence of network partition. On the other hand, if there exists a node N Y such that Fig. 2 ), the GF algorithm will be adopted within the GAR protocol to conduct data delivery toward the destination node N D . Therefore, the GAR protocol solves the void problem with guaranteed packet delivery, which completes the proof.
Enhanced mechanisms for proposed GAR protocol
In order to enhance the routing efficiency of the proposed GAR protocol, two mechanisms are proposed in this section, i.e. the hop count reduction (HCR) and the intersection navigation (IN) schemes. These two mechanisms are described as follows.
Hop Count Reduction (HCR) mechanism
Based on the rolling ball traversal within the RUT scheme, the selected next-hop nodes may not be optimal by considering the minimal hop count criterion. Excessive routing delay associated with power consumption can occur if additional hopping nodes are traversed by adopting the RUT scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 , the void node N V starts the RUT scheme by selecting N 1 as its next hop node with the counter-clockwise rolling direction; while N 2 and N 3 are continuously chosen as the next hopping nodes. Considering the case that N 3 is located within the same transmission range of N 1 , it is apparently to observe that the packets can directly be transmitted from N 1 to N 3 . Excessive communication waste can be preserved without conducting the rerouting process to N 2 . Moreover, the boundary set B forms a simple unidirectional ring based on Theorem 1, which indicates that the next-hop SN of a node can be uniquely determined if its previous hopping SN is already specified. For instance (as in Fig. 4 Consequently, all packets will contain the sequence {R} to choose the counter-clockwise rolling direction at the first void node N V . In the case that the path were selected as PATH-LR, the sequence would change to {LR} by choosing the clockwise rolling direction at the first void node N V and counter-clockwise at the second void node N C .
According to the concept as stated above, the hop count reduction (HCR) mechanism is to acquire the information of the next few hops of neighbors under the RUT scheme by listening to the same forwarded packet. It is also worthwhile to notice that the listening process does not incur additional transmission of control packets. As shown in Fig. 4 , N 1 chooses N 2 as its next-hop node for packet forwarding; while N 2 selects N 3 as the next hopping node in the same manner. Under the broadcast nature, N 1 will listen to the same packets in the forwarding process from N 2 to N 3 . By adopting the HCR mechanism, N 1 will therefore select N 3 as its next hopping node instead of choosing N 2 while adopting the original RUT scheme. Consequently, N 1 will initiate its packet forwarding process to N 3 directly by informing the RUT scheme that the rerouting via N 2 can be skipped.
Intersection Navigation (IN) mechanism
The intersection navigation (IN) mechanism is utilized to determine the rolling direction in the RUT scheme while the void problem occurs. It is noticed that the selection of rolling direction (i.e. either counter-clockwise or clockwise) does not influence the correctness of the proposed RUT scheme to solve Problem 2 as in Theorem 1. However, the routing efficiency may be severely degraded if a comparably longer routing path is selected at the occurrence of a void node. The primary benefit of the IN scheme is to choose a feasible rolling direction while a void node is encountered. Consequently, smaller rerouting hop counts (HC) and packet transmission delay can be achieved. Based on the transmission pair (N S , N D ) as shown in Fig. 4 , N V and N C become the void nodes within the network topology. There exist three potential paths from N S to N D by adopting the RUT scheme, i.e. PATH-R, PATH-LR, and PATH-LL. The suffixes R, LR, and LL represent the sequences of the adopted rolling direction at each encountered void node, where the symbol R is denoted as counter-clockwise rolling direction and L represents clockwise direction. It is noted that the suffix with two symbols indicates that two void nodes are encountered within the path. The entire node traversal for each path is as follows:
HCs are observed with each path as HC(PATH-R) = 7, HC(PATH-LR) = 9, and HC(PATH-LL) = 8. The main objective of the IN scheme is to monitor the number of HC such that the path with the shortest HC can be selected, i.e. PATH-R in this case. A navigation map control packet (NAV_MAP) defined in the IN scheme is utilized to indicate the rolling direction while the void node is encountered. For example, two NAV_MAP packets are initiated after N V is encountered, where NAV_MAP = {R} is delivered via the counter-clockwise direction to N D and NAV_MAP = {L} is carried with the clockwise direction. It is noticed that the HC associated with each navigation path is also recorded within the NAV_MAP packets. As the second void node N C is observed, the control message NAV_MAP = {L} is transformed into two different navigation packets (i.e. NAV_MAP = {LR} and NAV_MAP = {LL}), which traverse the two different rolling directions toward N D . As a result, the destination node N D will receive several NAV_MAP packets at different time instants associated with the ongoing transmission of the data packets. The NAV_MAP packet with the shortest HC value (i.e. NAV_MAP = {R} in this case) will be selected as the targeting path. Therefore, the control packet with NAV_MAP = {R} will be traversed from N D back to the N S in order to notify the source node N S with the shortest path for packet transmission. After acquiring the NAV_MAP information, N S will conduct its remaining packet delivery based on the corresponding rolling direction. Considerable routing efficiency can be preserved as a shorter routing path is selected by adopting the IN mechanism.
Performance evaluation
The performance of the proposed GAR algorithm is evaluated and compared with the existing localized schemes (i.e. the GF and the BOUNDHOLE algorithms) via simulations. Furthermore, the GAR protocol with the enhanced mechanisms (i.e. the HCR and the IN schemes) is also implemented, which is denoted as the GAR-E algorithm. The simulations are conducted in the NS-2 network simulator (Heidemann at al., 2001 ) with wireless extension, using the IEEE 802.11 DCF as the MAC protocol. The parameters utilized in the simulations are listed as shown in Table 1 .
Parameter Type Parameter Value
Grid Figs. 6 to 10 show the performance comparison between these four algorithms under different number of nodes within the UDG network. As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the packet arrival rates obtained from these four algorithms are independent to the number of nodes within the network, which is attributed to the design nature of these four schemes. In both of the proposed GAR and GAR-E protocols, 100% of packet arrival rate is guaranteed under different number of nodes. These results are consistent with the protocol design that is proven to ensure 100% of packet arrival rate as long as the network is not partitioned between N S and N D . It can also be observed in Fig. 6 that the BOUNDHOLE algorithm can achieve around 88% of packet arrival rate due to the occurrence of routing loop; while the GF scheme can only attain around 45% since the void problem is not considered within its protocol design. Fig. 7 shows the average end-to-end delay for successful packet delivery by adopting these four algorithms. The conventional GF protocol possesses the smallest end-to-end delay due to its negligence of the void problem, which leads to less than 50% of packet arrival rate as shown in Fig. 6 . On the other hand, the BOUNDHOLE algorithm results in the largest endto-end delay owing to its potential rerouting and looping under certain cases, e.g. as in Fig.  2 . The proposed GAR and GAR-E protocols can achieve comparably less routing delay comparing with the BOUNDHOLE scheme, i.e. around 15 to 25 ms less in end-to-end delay. Moreover, the GAR-E algorithm can provide additional 8 to 15 ms less delay comparing with the original GAR protocol due to the enhanced HCR and IN mechanisms. It is also noteworthy to observe the M-shape curves resulted within these four schemes. The primary reason can be attributed to the different hop counts between the source/destination pair generated by the GF algorithm. It is noted that the GAR, GAR-E, and BOUNDHOLE schemes implement the GF algorithm without the occurrence of the void problem. The hop counts under the cases of the five different numbers of SNs are computed as 5, 7, 6, 6, and 5. It can be apparently translated into the M-shape curves of the end-to-end delay performance as shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 8 , the path efficiency acquired from these four schemes follows the similar trend as that from the average end-to-end delay. Due to the greedy nature and the negligence of the void problem, the path efficiency of the conventional GF scheme can achieve almost one in the simulations, i.e. the total number of hop counts is almost equal to that of the shortest path. The proposed GAR algorithm possesses the path efficiency of around 1.3 to 1.5. Furthermore, the GAR-E protocol further enhances the path efficiency to around the value of 1.1, which greatly outperforms the BOUNDHOLE schemes. Fig. 8 . Path Efficiency vs. Number of Nodes Fig. 9 shows the communication overheads resulting from these four schemes, which are observed to increase as the increment of the number of nodes. The reason is attributed to the excessive control packets that are required for obtaining the neighbor's locations while the number of nodes is augmented. It is noted that the GF algorithm possesses the smallest communication overheads owing to its ignorance of the void problem. The BOUNDHOLE algorithm results in the largest communication overhead among all the schemes due to its usage of excessive header bytes for preventing the routing loops. It is noticed that even though the GAR-E scheme requires additional NAV_MAP control packets for achieving the IN mechanism, the total required communication overhead is smaller than that from the GAR protocol due to its comparably smaller rerouting number of hop counts. The comparison for energy consumption between these algorithms is presented in Fig.  10 . Similar performance trend can be observed between the energy consumption and the communication overhead as shown in Fig. 9 . Except for the reference GF protocol, the proposed GAR and GAR-E algorithms can effectively reduce the energy consumption in comparison with the baseline BOUNDHOLE scheme. The merits of the proposed GAR and GAR-E algorithms are observed and validated via the simulation results.
Conclusion
In this book chapter, a greedy anti-void routing (GAR) protocol is proposed to completely resolve the void problem incurred by the conventional greedy forwarding algorithm. The rolling-ball UDG boundary traversal (RUT) scheme is adopted within the GAR protocol to solve the boundary finding problem, which results in guaranteed delivery of data packets. The correctness of the RUT scheme and the GAR algorithm are properly proven. The GAR protocol with two delay-reducing schemes, the hop count reduction (HCR) and the intersection navigation (IN) mechanisms, is proposed as the enhanced GAR (GAR-E) algorithm that inherits the merit of guaranteed delivery. The performance of both the GAR and GAR-E protocols is evaluated via simulations and is compared with existing localized routing algorithms. The simulation study shows that the proposed GAR and GAR-E algorithms can guarantee the delivery of data packets; while the GAR-E scheme further improves the routing efficiency and the communication overhead. Feasible routing performance can therefore be achieved.
